Home Tweet Home Table Runner
12” x 36”

Before Getting Started:
Read all instructions before beginning this project to find valuable tips, save time and minimize mistakes by understanding the process before you begin!

Truly McKenna Art Prints are not pre-shrunk. If you are making a project that will be washed after use, you may want to pre-wash your fabrics.

The term WOF refers to width of fabric. The term HST refers to Half Square Triangle.

Use an accurate ¼” seam allowance unless instructed otherwise in pattern directions.

Materials Needed:
- Two Home Tweet Home Truly McKenna Art Print panels
  - HTH05-P Bachelor Pad and HTH07-P High Wrent shown
- Fabric 1: MRD6-41 Aqua - 1 Fat Quarter for HST’s
- Fabric 2: MRD7-115 Grass - 1¼ yards for HST’s, Sashing, Border, Binding and Backing
- ⅜ yard of cotton batting

Preparing Panels and Fabrics:
1. Trim panels to 8½” squares, centering the image
2. Fabric 2:
   a. Cut 4 - 1½” x 8½” strips for Sashing
   b. Cut 3 - 2½” x WOF strips. From this, subcut:
      - 2 - 2½” x 32½” strips for Borders
      - 2 - 2½” x 12½” strips for Borders
   c. Cut 1 - 13” x WOF strip for Backing
   d. Cut 3 - 2¼” x WOF strips for Binding

Table Runner Assembly:
Refer to Diagram One and image on first page of pattern for orientation. Press seams as sewn, towards the darker fabric, unless otherwise directed.
1. With RST attach the 1½” x 8½” Fabric 2 sashing strips to the top and bottom of each Home Tweet Home panel. Iron sashing strips away from panel and set aside.
2. Use Fabric 1 and the remainder of Fabric 2 to make 24 - 2½” HST using your preferred method.
3. Select 16 HST’s in your preferred color range for the center star. Refer to Diagram One and follow the Order of Assembly steps to create the center star. Sewn center star should measure 8½” x 8½”.
4. With the remaining HST’s, make two rows of four in your preferred color ranges, using Diagram One for orientation. With RST, sew one row to the bottom sashing piece of each panel. Press seams open.
5. With RST, sew the top sashing of each panel to center star and press seams open. You should now have an 8½” x 32½” center rectangle.
6. Sew the 2½” x 32½” Fabric 2 border strips to each side of the table runner. Sew the 2½” x 12½” Fabric 2 border strips to each end.

Finishing:
1. Layer backing, batting and table runner top into a quilt sandwich and finish with a stitch-in-the- ditch between the border and center rectangle.
2. Quilt table runner as desired.
3. Trim the backing and batting even with table runner top.
4. Use the 2¼” Fabric 2 strips and bind the table runner using your preferred method.

Place it in the center of your table for a fun touch of color!
Diagram One

• Assemble rows 1-4, one at a time.
• Press seams for rows 1 & 3 to the right and 2 & 4 to the left.
• Matching up seams, sew rows 1 & 2 together, sew rows 1 & 2 to row 3, sew rows 1, 2 & 3 to row 4.